
 

 

Henwick PTA Meeting Minutes 

Monday 8 March 2021 

Zoom Meeting, 12.30pm 

 

 

 

 

Attendees 

Veronica Wagner (Secretary) 

Rachael Briune (Treasurer) 

Harvey McEnroe (Chair) 

 

 

Apologies 

 

 

1. VW, RB and HMcE proposed a date of 28 April at 6pm for the next AGM.  RB to run the date past EK 

(Elinor Kane) to make sure there are no clashes with the school staff.  HMcE proposed to hold a raffle at 

the AGM.  HMcE to source a hamper to raffle off.  VW to research the software to enable an online raf-

fle. 

 

2. Attendees also discussed holding an open PTA meeting, inviting all PTA members.  Date of  24th March 

6pm was proposed.  RB to check this date with EK as well.  HMcE to find a professional zoom account 

to run the meeting from so that we are not time restricted. 

 

3. HMcE suggested an item for discussion at the PTA meeting could be looking at running PTA drop in 

sessions over the summer holidays as a support for parents and carers as we come out of the covid pan-

demic, looking at mental health in particular.  HMcE to gather materials that he has access to in order to 

introduce at the meeting.  HMcE also suggested the PTA could provide information about what support 

is available to parents and carers over the summer 

 

4. HMcE mentioned that he would put VW and RB in contact with someone he knew PWC to see if there 

might be any collaboration between the two on community projects which might benefit the school. 

 

5. We discussed if there was anything that we could do to provide the school children with a bit of fun for 

Easter.  VW mentioned that she had read that other PTAs were organising Easter egg hunts and the like, 

complying with social distancing requirements.  We discussed the possibility of providing the school 

with Easter eggs to distribute as they see fit.  RB post meeting checked the accounts and this would take 

quite a bit of the funds that we have so may not be possible - item to be discussed further  

 

6. Summer fair.  HMcE mentioned that we might be able to do a summer fair given the lockdown easing.  

VW discussed the request from the school to do this during the week and the success of previous sum-

mer fairs.  We would also need more volunteers to help organise this. To be discussed at the open PTA 

meeting 


